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Chapter Four : Reversals of ‘to be’ & ‘not to be’.

Refutation of Others’ Systems
Debate One

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-P, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, a‰c-q-GÈc-FP, N‰
_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R-`
c-`ÈC-R-NE-, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U^…P-R_-M`, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT
-§‰, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-NE-, åC-R-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
In case some one says: If it is the reversal of being functioning phenomenon there is
a pervasion that it is the reversal of being permanent.
Take the subject object of knowledge - it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You
accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is thatbecause it isn’t functioning phenomenon. There is a pervasion because: the reversal of
being functioning phenomenon and not being functioning phenomenon are synonymous.
If root is accepted. Take that subject – it follows it isn’t the reversal of being permanent –
because it is the reversal of not being permanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take that
subject- it follows it is that- because it is permanent. There is a pervasion because: the
reversal of not being permanent and permanent is synonymous.

Debate Two

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R-`c-,`ÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P
, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…
P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰
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_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, N‰-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-^…PR-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R_-CPc-R]Ã-p…_,
In case some one says: If it is the reversal of being the reversal of being functioning
phenomenon there is a pervasion that it is the reversal of being functioning
phenomenon.

Take the subject vase - it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You accept that
pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it
isn’t the reversal of being functioning phenomenon. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject- it follows it is that- because it is the reversal of not being functioning
phenomenon. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because
it is functioning phenomenon. There is a pervasion because:

those two are

synonymous. If root is accepted. Take that subject – it follows it isn’t the reversal of
being functioning phenomenon.- because it abides within being functioning phenomenon.

Debate Three

B-F…C-P-_‰, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-P, åCR-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, @-T]Ã-úÈC-R-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_. mT-R
-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_. U-u⁄T-P,
N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, å
C-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_
, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, @-T]Ã-úÈC-R-GÈc-FP, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`
c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄
T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_
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In case some one says: If it is the reversal of not being the reversal of being the
reversal of not being the reversal of being permanent there is a pervasion that it is
the reversal of being the reversal of not being permanent.

Take the subject isolate of pillar - it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You
accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is
that- because it is the reversal of being the reversal of not being the reversal of being
permanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it
isn’t the reversal of not being the reversal of being

permanent. If ‘reason not

established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it is the reversal of being the
reversal of being permanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it
is that- because it isn’t the reversal of being permanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject- it follows it is that- because it is the reversal of not being permanent. If
‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it is permanent.
If root is accepted. Take the subject isolate of pillar – it follows it isn’t the reversal of
being the reversal of not being permanent – because it is the reversal of not being the
reversal of not being permanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows
it is that- because it is the reversal of not being permanent.

Debate Four

B-F…C-P-_‰, ^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-åC-R-^…P-P, åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, åC-R-BÈ-P-GÈc-FP, åC-R-^…P-R_-M`,
^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ^…P-R-NE-åC-R-CI…c-@-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
U-u⁄T-P, åC-R-BÈ-P-^…P-R-NE-, åC-R-CI…c-@-^…P-R_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, åC-R-^…P-R_-M
`, ^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C ,NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-Ü, CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…
P-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, mÈN-l…-î‡-^ÈN-R_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, mÈN-mÈN-l…-î‡-`c-´‰c-R_-M
`, mÈN-l…-î‡-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, mÈN-mÈN-l…-î‡]Ã-]{c-T“-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-mÈN-l…-î‡-`c-´‰c-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…
_, ]NÈN-P, mÈN-mÈN-l…-î‡-NE-N‰-qŸE-]{‰`-^…P-R_-M`, ]NÈN-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, mÈN-l…-î‡-U‰N-P, mÈN-U‰N-NCÈ
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c-R_-M`, mÈN-mÈN-l…-î‡-NE-N‰-qŸE-]{‰`-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, a‰c-q-GÈc-FP, mÈN-U‰N-R_-M`, mÈN-l…-î‡U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, mÈN-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, åC-R-BÈ-P-GÈc-FP, ^ÈNR_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, åC-R-BÈ-P-U‰N-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-^ÈN-R
_-M`, TNC-U‰N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
In case some one says: If it is a permanent which becomes a ‘to be’ there is a
pervasion that it is permanent.

Take the subject ‘only permanent’ – it follows it is permanent – because it is a permanent
which becomes a ‘to be’. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject- it follows it is
that- because it is a ‘to be’ as well as permanent. If ‘reason not established’: It follows
that ‘only permanent’ is a ‘to be’ as well as permanent – because it is permanent. If
‘reason not established’: It is permanent – because it exists as well as it isn’t a
functioning phenomenon. First is easy. If ‘second reason not established’: It follows
that it is functioning phenomenon – because it is functioning phenomenon. If accepted: It
follows it’s cause exist – because it is functioning phenomenon. If accepted: It follows it
is generated from it’s cause – because it’s cause exist. If accepted: It follows it is the
result of it’s cause – because it is generated from it’s cause. If accepted: It follows it has
a causal relationship with it’s cause – because you have accepted that. If accepted: It
follows that if it’s cause doesn’t exist it also has to be non-existent – because it has a
causal relationship with it’s cause. If accepted: Take the subject object of knowledge – it
follows it does not exist – because it’s cause it’s cause is non-existent. If ‘reason not
established’: Take that subject- it follows it is that- because it is permanent. If root is
accepted: Take the subject ‘only permanent’ – it follows it exists – because it is
permanent. If accepted: It follows only permanent doesn’t exist – because functioning
phenomenon exists. If ‘reason not established’: It follows functioning phenomenon
exists – because it is selflessness.
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Debate Five

B-F…C-P-_‰, U-^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-åC-R-^…P-P, åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, @-T-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄
T-P, @-T-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, U-^…P-R-NE-, åC-R-CI…c-@-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, @-T-U-^…P-R-NE-, åC-R-C
I…c-@-^…P-R_-M`, @-T-U-^…P-R-NE-, åC-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰_-M`, åC R-^…P-R]Ã-p…
_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, @-T-GÈc-FP, åC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, U…-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-Ü,
In case some one says: If it is a permanent which becomes a ‘not to be’ there is a
pervasion that it is permanent.

Take the subject pillar - it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject pillar - it follows it is that – because it is a ‘not to be’ as
well as permanent. If ‘reason not established’: It follows that pillar is a ‘not to be’ as
well as permanent – because it is a common base between ‘not to be’ and permanent. If
‘reason not established’: it follows it is that – because it is permanent. If root is
accepted: Take the subject pillar - it follows it isn’t permanent – because it is
impermanent. The reason is easy.

Debate Six

B-F…C-P-_‰, TNC-U‰N-^…P-P, ^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-NE-, U-^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“ECI…c-@-U-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, UWÍP-q-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, åCc-Ü, ]NÈN-P, UWÍP-q-GÈc-FP, ^…PR_-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-NE-, U-^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-CI…c-@-^…P-R_-M`, NE-RÈ-^…P-RCE-Z…C-CI…c-R-^E-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, UWÍP-q-^…P-R_-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-^…P-R_-M`,
ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-^…P-R-CE-Z…C ,ÉÈ-UWÍP-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CE-C…-CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, UWÍP-q-U-^…P-R_-nŸ_R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-^…P-R_-M`, UWP-I…N-Oÿ-nŸ_-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, _…C-R]Ã-^“
`-Oÿ-q-_“E-^…P-R-CE-Z…C ,_…C-R-ÉÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
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In case some one says: If it is selfless there is a pervasion that it isn’t both suitable to
be made the object of comprehension of awareness which becomes a ‘to be’ and that
it is suitable to be made the object of comprehension of awareness which becomes a
‘not to be’.

Take the subject definiendum – it follows it isn’t that (B)-because it is that (A). The
reason is easy. If accepted: Take the subject definiendum – it follows it is both suitable
to be made the object of awareness which becomes a ‘to be’ and that it is suitable to be
made the object of awareness which becomes a ‘not to be’ – because it is the first as well
as the second. If first reason not established: It follows definiendum is suitable to be
made the object of awareness which becomes a ‘to be (it)’ – because is suitable to be
made the object of awareness as well as awareness is a definiendum. If second reason
not established: It follows that definiendum is suitable to be made the object of
awareness that becomes a ‘not to be (it)’ – because it is suitable to be made the object of
awareness which becomes definition. It follows it is that – because it is suitable to be
made the object of knower as well as knower is the definition of awareness.

One’s Own System: Definitions & Divisions

CI…c-R-_E-`“Cc-`, U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-NE-, ^…P-R-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C ,^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-NE-, U-^…P-R-CI…
c-NÈP-CF…C ,U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-Oÿ-T˛‰Cc-lE-, U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-CF…C-R“-NE-NÈP-CF…C ,^…P-R-`c-`È
C-R-G-NE-, U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-NÈP-CF…C ,^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^-NE-TFc-P, ^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-CF…C-R“-NENÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-_È,
The reverse of not to be and to be are synonymous, the reverse of to be and not to be are
synonymous. A stack of the reversal of not to be is synonymous with the reversal of not
to be. An even number of reversal of to be is synonymous with reversal of not to be. An
uneven number of reversals of to be is synonymous with reversal of to be.
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Eliminating Objections
Objection One

BÈ-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-åC-R-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C-U-^…P-R`c-`ÈC-R-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, \‰_-P-U-mT, åCc-u⁄T-§‰, ^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-NE-, U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R-CI…c_‰-_‰-Pc-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
1) In case someone says: If follows the reversal of non-functioning phenomenon
is permanent - because the reversal of non-functioning phenomenon exists as well as the
reversal of not to be is permanent. No pervasion. Reason is established because – the
reversal of to be and the reversal of not to be are each permanent.

Objection Two

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, U-^…P-R-U-^…P-R-NE-, ^…P-R-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-U-^…P-R_-M`, U-^…P-R-U-^…P-R-NE-, ^…P-R-CI…
c-@-^…P-P, CE-xP-xP-^…P-NCÈc-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P, åCc-U-u⁄T-§‰, a‰c-q-U-^…P-R-U-^…P-R-NE-, ^…P-R-CI…
c-@-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, a‰c-q-U-^…P-R-U-^…P-R-CE-Z…C ,a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-CI…c-@-_‰-_‰-Pcu⁄T-§‰, ^ÈN-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
2) In case someone says: If follows that not be not be isn’t synonymous with to be
– because it is both not to be not to be and to be then it could be anything. Reason not
established because – because object of knowledge is both not to be not to be and to be –
if follows it is like that – because object of knowledge isn’t not to be as well as it is object
of knowledge. Both reasons are established because – it is an existent.

This is a translation I did for the Tara Institute debating class. I have tried to reflect the
unique Tibetan debate format in English.
© Tenzin Dongak
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